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Challenge

This stringent security in the organization due to 
strict network separation was indeed allowing 
complete isolation of the internal environment from 
the outside world. However, the consequences 
bore a heavy toll on workflow and employee 
productivity.

The inability to download or transfer files between 
networks has made it impossible for employees to 
get their daily jobs done. The network separation 
has crippled the employees' workflow to the point 
where business productivity was damaged and 
continuously disrupted.

"Our main concern was zero-days and unknowns, 
which we knew couldn't be detected or stopped 
by any anti-virus or sandbox systems."

And so, they had to find a way to maintain their 
security infrastructure without disrupting their 
business environment. Since zero-day and 
unknown cyber-attacks cannot be detected by 
anti-virus and other signature-based solutions, 
they knew that in order to maintain the internal 
network's security, they would need to stop 
incoming threats before they even reached the 
network.

"We wanted to maintain our network separation 
architecture, but still allow data flow to get our 
people to do their jobs efficiently." 

Background
This Financial Services organization was using 
network separation to protect itself against 
incoming cyber threats. With two types of 
production workstations, both on the internal 
network, employees were free to conduct internal 
communication between departments such 
as project and budget management, but the 
workstations connected to the trading floor had no 
connection to the external network.

Maintaining separated network security while allowing incoming content for productive workflow

To access the web, the organization has been 
using web gateway security from a leading 
brand to allow for secure browsing, and emails 
could only be viewed on smartphones and 
laptops in a container, without any ability to 
download content. Otherwise, the architecture 
ensured no other direct link is connecting 
between the two networks.
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Solution
Integrating Votiro's File Disarmer for Mail, 
Disarmer for Web, Disarmer Kiosk and 
Disarmer for File Transfer

Having deployed Votiro's File Disarmer, now 
each incoming file goes through an extensive 
sanitization process disarming it from any 
malicious code before it is completely 
reconstructed. The files are available at the 
employee's workstation for opening, saving 
and editing only after any possible zero-day 
or other unknown threat has been removed, 
allowing safe usability of all files within the 
internal network. 

Lasting less than a second, the entire 
sanitization process is completely invisible 
to the organization’s employees, allowing 
disruption-free workflow. The organizational 
policies were easily implemented, customized 
and managed through a friendly GUI to allow 
this financial services institute full control over 
the workflow.

The File Disarmer is used to sanitize all incoming 
emails and attachments before they enter the 
internal network, any software patch or large 
documents before they reach the workstations, 
any web downloads from any device and every 
single file transfer between networks. 

"We implemented the File 
Disarmer as the only link 
connecting between our 
networks. It's the only way 
we could ensure security and 
productivity at the same time."

Votiro. Trust your files, wherever they come from.

Results
Never suffered a successful exploit since

To test their security posture and systems, the 
financial services organization has employed a 
leading external penetration testing company. 
The results of the test were conclusive: no 
malicious file has ever been able to penetrate 
the Votiro File Disarmer into their network.

Since implementing the File Disarmer in crucial 
content entry points, the financial services 
organization was able to allow secure download, 
edit and saving of incoming content without 
either jeopardizing the architecture's integrity or 
damaging the business workflow.




